
M E OF n srol comPTnOLLd OC.tNaRAL

MATrr=Fq OF: Ingersoll Rand Company

DIGEST:

l1 Where 1B contained' ambq'gous* unnecessary,
and inapplicable specifications so that award
thereunder wcald prejudice other bidderc,
cancellation of IF under ASPP S 2-404.1(b)
(1976 ed.) was proper.

2. Issuing agency may cancel solicitation no
matter when information justifying cancellation
first surfaces.

3. IFB does not import obligation on Government
to accept any of bids received, including low
responsive bid.

Invitation for bids (IFB) No. ,N62472-'78-B-1622
was issued on April 7, 1978, by the Naval Facilitiea
Engineering Coniniand for a pumpinig'systemand related
items and'services.1' The 'six bids received were
opined on Juie 12. -.l9By telegram dated June 13.
Ingersoll-Rand Comqpiy, the fifth 1'ow bidder,
protested to ,the contracting, activity that for
various reasons the lower bids were not responsive
to. the solicitation. In addition, the second and
third low bidders each protested the responsiveness
of the bids below them.

On June 28, Ing-rsoll-Rand filedae protest
in our Office against, award to any other bidder
on the same bases -iniolved in its. orotiest to th-
Navy. Specifically,,Inqersoll-Rand artued that
the two lowest bidders were not responsive because
each listed in its bid cer~tain exceptions to the
solicitation's tedlinical requirements, and the
third and fourth low bidders were nonresponsive
because they offered to supply commercial. pump
motors which Ingersoll-Rand alleged did not meet the
IFB specifications. Ingersoll-Rand's bid was based
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on a motor custom built to the Navy 'q needs.
Ingersoll-rand also submitted an alternate bid
based on a commercially produced motor.

On July 12, before the resolution of Ingersoll-
Rand's protest to our Offic'e, the IFB was canceled
under Armed Services Procurement Regulation 'ASPR)
S 2-404.1 (197,6 ed.), whicn provides in pertinent
part:

"Cancellation of Invitation After Opening

"(a) The preservation of the integ-
rity of the competitive bid
system dictates thatafter bids
have been opened, aiward must be
made to. that reosponsible bidder
who s1Jb;nitted thG lowest resporr-
sive bid, unless there is a
compelling reason to reject
all bids and cancel the invi-
tation. Every effort shall be
aade'to anticipate changes in
a requirement prior to the date
of opening and to notify all
prospective bidders of any
resulting modification or cancel-
lation, thereby permitting bidders
to change their bids and preventing
the unnecessary exposure of bid
prices. * * *

"(b) * * * Invitations for bids may
be canceled after opening but
prior to award when such action
is consistent with (a) above
and the contracting officer
determines in writing that

"(i) inadequate or ambiguous
specifications were cited
in the invitation;

'(II) specifications have been
revised * *.
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Ingermoll-Rand has new proteuted the ca 7ellation
of the IFS.

In a report on the protest, the Navy sets
out the following four reasons for canceling the
solicitations

(1) paragraph 3.2.2 of the IFB required
that the motor be in accordance with
specification CC-M-641 ANSI C.t1

The Navy states that specification
CC-M-641 was canceled in 1974, and

.MIL. SPEC. MIL-P-17552C is the spec-
ification presently applicable.

(2) IFB "Table \I-Factory Test
Requi'remeni'.7 lists a series
of, pump, tuirbine! and motor
te'sta.,. Paragraph 4.4 requires
tuqe contractor to test each
pump and driver at the factory
;ei6r,-&o final 'preparation for

'shipment. Failure to pass any 'w
the tests listed in Table I'w..L ce
cause for rejection f.a.bid.
Howeve'r,.,he Navy contends that
the listed test procedUrei fa-
exceedu'noimalIe'st procedures
and atrI'iifinecessary to procure
satisfactory motors; are different
from "NEMA-MG-l" tests specified
elsewhere in the IFB as applicable,
and, therefore,' create an 'ambiguity
as;to which tests are to be applied;
and laigely pertain to DC motors
although AC motors are being
procured.

(3) Paragrai'h 3.2.1 of the 1FB requires
that the "[pump] .casing 'shall be
horizontally split with 20 inch
suctiron and 18 inch discharge
piping connections in the. lower half."
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The Navy states:

" * * * This important portion of
the srpecification'is ambiguous in
foiling to specify how the disparate
suction and discharge connections are
to be harmonized. Probably ihe un-
written intent of the specifications
wcs to provide adapters with the pump
toT make the proper connections. It is
estimated that such adapter would cost
approximately $5,000 and this ambiguity
in the specification leaving a gap in
the specifications mlnst be clarified
in order to 'rovide for all costs to be
included in bids."

(4) Therxe is *no sound engineering
reason' for the requirement in
IFB paragraph 3.2.1 that 'each pump
shall be fitted with double row
angular contact thrust bearings,"
with the resul-tant cost to the
Governnient, because the thrust
forces encountered in this type
of design are minimal.

In comments on the Navy's report, Ingersoll-Rand
states that it agrees with the Navy that the cited
specifications are inadequate and ambiguous.
Ingersoll-Rand contends, however, that such
deficiencies were brought to the issuing activity's
attention prior to bid opening, but apparently
were not considered se!rious enough to warrant cor-
rection at that time. Ingersoll-Rand further argues:

"* * * none of thficstated in-
adequacies or ahibiguities are sUUf-
ficiently significant to alter
the form, fit, or, function of the
equipment. The specification and
contractual requirements are not
as refined as we would expect 'from
a government agency, but they are
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viable as verified by the totally
responsive bid Ingersoll-Rand
he_ tubmitted.

'It would be quite simple for any
reputable manufacturer who submitted
a responsive bid to incorporate
* * * [the Navy's] presently requested
s;pecification 'items onr a post-award
basis or to produce totally reliable,
efficient, functional equipment in
accordance with the specifications as
they previously existed.

3 * * * it is not theint~i'nt:b!f'gov-
ernment procurement r'eulationsbto
allow a unilateral cd6Ac'eilation'oZ an
aptive,solicitationlagainst which
totally'respontvive bifes have been
submitted unless the ,.quipment
requirements have changpi tn form,
fit, or function. * ''- [the Navy's]
response confirms that no ouch changes
have taken place."

ItUis recognized that the-rejectiobn of.bids
after opening tends 'to discourage competitiltn
because it publicly exposes bids without award
and causes bidders to expend manpower and money
in bid preparation without the possibility of
acceptance. 52 Comp..'Gen. 285 (1972). It is
primarily f.,r these reasons that the procurement
regulations requite that a "compelling reason"
must exis. for such cancellation. Therefore,
the issue here involves only the propriety of
the contracting officer's determination under
ASPR S 2-404.1(bh(i) and (ii) (1976 ed.).

'We first note that ralthough Ingersoll-Rand
contends That the Navy wds aware of the allegedly
defcc'ivie nature of the cited saecif cations prior
to bid opening, the record indicates that the first
time the matter was raised with the Navy was in
Ingersoll-Rand's and the two other protests to
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the contracting officer, all of which were
received after bid opening. In any case, an.~
agency. :ay cancel a solicitation no matter:
when tUP information precip~ttting ca~ce11attion
first surfaces. see Edward S. FrieIc et al,
55 Camp. Gen. 488 (1975) 7-2 CPD) 333

Regarding AsPJ( s 2-404.l(b)(L!, (1976 ed.),
when it .its learned after bid openiing that upec-
ifications were defective because they wjere subject
to zisirte than one reasonable interpretation,, the
pi'oper course of action is to rdject all, bids
and resolicit on the basis of revised ctnecifications.
fThe reasoning therefor is that the bid~trs did

v ~~~~~~not have an opportunity to jjomnpete on an equal
bta -. s. Pacific West Constructors,. B->f190387,
January .24, ?,978, 78-1 CP0D63. Hfowever, we have
permitted award tinder a defective hpecifica-
t'ion wheoi it appears thc't the fo'.lowing conditions
are met:-(I) the agency would be getting what it
wantad under the contract, and (2) competition was
not adversely affected to prejudice any other
bidder. 43 Camp. Gen. 23 (1963); see, also, Johnson
Zcnt~rols, qc., 91-186488, August 3, 1977, 77-2

Similar considerations apply with regard tu
ASPR S 2-404.l(b)(iij. (1976 e~d.). Thus, it'iti
proper to consider both the mnateriality of a spec-
ificati ,n revision in relati'o'nto fulfilling
the Government's needs and the possible prejudice.
to bidders by~~award on the basis of a specification
that was subsequently,. or shoruld have been, revised,
when ddtermining whether, to cancel akn'IFB under
that regulation. See dharleszi.Sispenza&
Ass~bciates, B-186133, A6pril 27, 1977, 77-1CPD"284e

Stah Sop Corpor'ation -: Request for ]Reconsideration,
B-18663 December .15, 1976, 76-2 CPD 491; Columbia
Van Linies, Inc. et al., B-182855, May 14, lTY-'§
75-1 'CPU 295; 49 Camp. Gen.. 211 (1969).

By its position that award on the basis of
the admittedly defective~ specifications is
appropriate because the "form, fit, or function"
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of the Government's requirements would not be
compromised thereby, Ingersoll-Rand is in effect
proposing that the first con"ition cited above
for consideration in this type of situation is
applicable. However, notwithstanding whethtr
award under the IFB might in fact fulfill the
Government's needs, for the reasoas stated below
the second condition clearly is not met. We point
out in this connection that, as the regulations
in ASPR S 2-404.1 (.976 ed.) indicate, an IFB
does not import an obligation-on the Government
to accept any of the bids received, including
the low responsive' bid. .See, also, 41 Comp. Gen.
7,09 711 (1962)g paragraph 10(b) of Solicitation
instructions and Conditions, Standard Form 33-A.

The threeQ?'rotests filed wtth the Navy and
Ingersoll-Rand )&protest to our Office in.dicate
that the low1bidder did not provide in its bid
adapters nepeeisary to connect the suction and dis-
charge piling referenced in IFB paragraph.3.2.1
and bid ;'pump' that lacked the required (but
unnecessary) double row' contact thrust bearings.
The second low bidder apparently took exception
to the tests required by the IFS, which have been
determineN3' unnecessary or inapplicable, and
instead specified tests that were, evidently suf-
fit:ient but not in compliance with the solicitation's
requirements. In additinn, it appears that the
allegedly nonresponsive commercial motors offered
by two other bidders may have been nonresponsive
because of the I7B's unclear, unnecessary and/or
inapplicable specifications.

In view thereof, we cannot say that the
defective"specifications in the IFB is issued did
not adversely affect competition to prejudice
other bidders. While it is unfortunate that these
problems were considered by the Navy only after bids
were exposed, that does not alter the fact that
a "compelling reason' existed to cancel the IFB
under ASPR S 2-404.1 (i976 ed.).
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I.n regard to Ingeraoll-Rand's suggestion that
the contract should be awarded din accordance with
the IPB and then modified as necessary, we recorn-Yize
that subsequent to the award of a Govern:ment contract,
changes or modifications in the terms of the agree-
ment may be required. However, the contracting
parties may not employ a change in the terms of
the contract so as to defeat or interfere with
the purpose of competitive procurement. Praxis
Assurance Venture, B-19020Cu, Sfaich 15, 19'7878tU-1
CPD 203; E.R. Hitchcock & Associates, B-182650,
March 5, 1975, 75-1 CPD 133. Under that principle,
and based on the above discussion, Ingersoll-Find's
suggested procedure is clearly not appropriate.

The protest against the cancellation is denied.
We therefore consider Ingersoll-Rand's earlier
protest against the responsiveness of the other
bids under the IFB to be moot.

fenutav Comptroller General
of the United States




